
As of April 7th, 2021

Main building program Outdoor tent program Stage program Overall Main building program Outdoor tent program Stage program

8 3 Completely online

A state of emergency has been declared by the government or
the Tokyo Metropolitan Government, and face-to-face
extracurricular activities are totally prohibited on and off-campus.
Held without any face-to-face activities, with all members
including the committee members not admitted.

Not admitted to all committee
members

7 2

Held online
(only the work of some
committee members is
carried out on the campus)

A state of emergency has been declered by the government or
the Tokyo Metropolitan Government, and face-to-face
extracurricular activities are prohibited on and off-campus as a
rule.
In order to manage the online system on the day of the event,
paying attention to the prevention of the spread of infection, only
the members related to the distribution are admitted.

Only people involved in
distribution can enter

6 2

Held online
(stage program will be held
on campus but streamed
online)

A state of emergency has been issued by the government or the
Tokyo Metropolitan Government, and face-to-face extracurricular
activities are prohibited on and off campus in principle.
The university will deliver stage performances to prevent the
spread of infection, but all other projects will be done online. Only
those involved in the distribution of stage performance projects
can enter the university.

Only people involved in
distribution can enter

(upper limit: 40 people)

Online program (Web
posting only)

Online program
Streeming of stage program

No audience

5 2

Held online
(stage and classroom
programs will be held on
campus but streamed
online)

A state of emergency has been issued by the government or the
Tokyo Metropolitan Government, and face-to-face extracurricular
activities are prohibited on and off campus in principle.
Paying attention to prevent the spread of infection, the university
will distribute the main building and other projects and stage
performance projects. Visiting of the ICU Festival Committee can
only be admitted to those involved in the distribution.

Only people involved in
distribution can enter

(upper limit: 40 people)

Online program (Web
posting / classroom

distribution)
Online planning program

Streeming of stage program
No audience

(upper limit: 30 people)

4 1
Hybrid format
(limited to 500 visitors)

No request to refrain from going out has been issued in Tokyo or
neighboring prefectures, and some extracurricular activities are
permitted.
Although it is possible to visit for only some ICU students, the
maximum number of planners and visitors for each project will be
minimized. Visitors will be able to see directly at each project

Only members who have a
shift on the day can enter
(upper limit: all members)

Offline program
(upper limit: 1/4 of the

capacity)
Streaming of classroom

program

Offline program
(up to 5 people per group)

Hybrid program
(streaming of stage

program, with audience)
(upper limit: 30 people)

Only students who have
applied for a ticket can visit

(up to 500 people)

Offline program
(upper limit: 1/4 of the

capacity)
Streaming of classroom

program

Offline program
(measures against infectious

diseases and avoids
denseness)

Hybrid project
(streaming of stage

program, with audience)
(upper limit: undecided *)

3 1
Hybrid format
(limited to 700 visitors)

No request to refrain from going out has been issued in Tokyo or
neighboring prefectures, and some extracurricular activities are
permitted.
It is possible to visit campus for only some ICU students and
accept more visitors than Level 4, but the maximum number of
planners and visitors in each project is the same as Level 4.

Only members who have a
shift on the day can enter
(upper limit: all members)

Offline program
(upper limit: 1/4 of the

capacity)
Streaming of classroom

program

Offline program
(up to 10 people per group)

Hybrid program
(streaming of stage

program, with audience)
(upper limit: 30 people)

Only students who have
applied for a ticket can visit
(upper limit: 750 people)

Offline program
(upper limit: 1/4 of the

capacity)
Streaming of classroom

program

Offline program
(measures against infectious

diseases and avoids
denseness)

Hybrid project
(streaming of stage

program, with audience)
(upper limit: undecided)

2 1
Hybrid format
(limited to 1000 visitors)

No request to refrain from going out has been issued in Tokyo or
neighboring prefectures, and some extracurricular activities are
permitted.
Only some ICU students can visit the campus, and we have set a
maximum number of planners and visitors who are careful to
prevent the spread of infection.

Only members who have a
shift on the day can enter
(upper limit: all members)

Offline program
(upper limit: 1/4 of the

capacity)
Streaming of classroom

program

Offline program
(up to 10 people per group)

Hybrid program
(streaming of stage

program, with audience)
(upper limit: undecided*)

Only students who have
applied for a ticket can visit
(upper limit: 1000 people)

Offline program
(upper limit: 1/4 of the

capacity)
Streaming of classroom

program

Offline program
(measures against infectious

diseases and avoids
denseness)

Hybrid project
(streaming of stage

program, with audience)
(upper limit: undecided)

1 0
Hybrid format
(only ICU students can
participate)

No spread of infection has been seen in Tokyo or neighboring
prefectures, and extracurricular activities are fully permitted.
There is a maximum number of planners and visitors, but ICU
students can visit.

All committee members can
be admitted

Offline program
(upper limit: half the

capacity)
Streaming of classroom

program

Offline program

Hybrid program
(streaming of stage

program, with audience)
(upper limit: 100 people)

Any ICU student can enter
university on both days.

Offline program
(upper limit: half the

capacity)
Streaming of classroom

program

Offline program
(measures against infectious

diseases and avoids
denseness)

Hybrid project
(stage delivery, with

audience)
(upper limit: undecided)

Organizers (limited to ICU students)・Form of holding the Festival

Will not carry out offline hybrid program. Online program will be held.

No offline or hybrid program. Only complete online program will be carried out.

ICU Festival Committee Infection Prevention for holding the ICU Festival
[Restriction on entry to the Campus]

* This table was originally set by the ICU Festival Committee on April 7, 2021.  Please note that it can be changed by following the guidance of universities and public health centers in the future. In addition, since there is a possibility that discussions will be held just before the ICU is held, we will post the revised version at any time. This is for
minimizing the spread of the Covid-19 so that you can enjoy the ICU Festival to the fullest.
　Thank you for your coorporation and understanding. The second edition is scheduled to be released in early May.
* Regarding  the location of the stage for streaming program is under consideration, we are considering the maximum number of audiances and the performers.

Original to
ICU Festival

University
BCP

Holding form Social movements and ICU festival movements
ICU Festival Committee
(including volunteers)

Restrictions on visitors (limited to ICU students)

No admission

No admission

No admission

No admission


